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Name: Date:

Spelling Hunt
Each sentence below has a number of words spelled incorrectly. Circle the misspelled words in the 
sentence, and then write the correct spellings on the line provided below the sentence.

1. The archard was sparkling and rippleng in the sun.

2. Under the overhanging whillows of the opposite bank there was an inlet
where the water was deeper and �owed so slowlee that it seemed to 
sleep in the sun.

3. The river was clear there, and shallow, since there had been no ran, 
and it ran in ripples over the sparklng sand.

4. At nigt the coyotes roam the wintree waste, howling for food. 

5. The teeming life that goet on down in the long gras is exterminated.

6. The fresh, salty scent of the wild roses had given way befere this more 
powerful perfume of midsummar.

7. In this litle bay a single wild duck was swimming and diving and 
preening her feathers, disporting herself very happily in the �ickering ligt 
and shade.

8. On eviry side the broun waves of the earth rolled away to meet the sky. 
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Spelling Hunt
Each sentence below has a number of words spelled incorrectly. Circle the misspelled words in the 
sentence, and then write the correct spellings on the line provided below the sentence.

1. The archard was sparkling and rippleng in the sun.

a. orchard   b. rippling

2. Under the overhanging whillows of the opposite bank there was an inlet
where the water was deeper and flowed so slowlee that it seemed to 
sleep in the sun.

a. willows   b. slowly

3. The river was clear there, and shallow, since there had been no ran, 
and it ran in ripples over the sparklng sand.

a. rain   b. sparkling

4. At nigt the coyotes roam the wintree waste, howling for food. 

a. night   b. wintry

5. The teeming life that goet on down in the long gras is exterminated.

a. goes   b. grass

6. The fresh, salty scent of the wild roses had given way befere this more 
powerful perfume of midsummar.

a. before   b. midsummer

7. In this litle bay a single wild duck was swimming and diving and 
preening her feathers, disporting herself very happily in the flickering ligt 
and shade.

a. little   b. light

8. On eviry side the broun waves of the earth rolled away to meet the sky. 

a. every   b. brown


